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pass over in the pencil draft.
Our reports will be better if we remem
ber the following points:
A positive statement is stronger than
a negative one.
The active voice is stronger than the
passive.
Put the meat of the sentence at the
end—it is the place of natural em
phasis.
Use parallel construction in listing a
series of items in tabulation form.
Repeat a word within the same or a
succeeding sentence if it is the pre
cise word you want. To vary it may
vary the meaning and will probably
side-track the reader’s thought.
Split an infinitive or end a sentence
with a preposition if it makes a
stronger and more natural sentence.
Avoid showy language. Most bad phras
ing is the result of trying to write
elegantly.
Avoid using words and phrases you
would not use in conversation. You
know the words I mean—the com
pounds of there, here and where; such
as therein, thereof, therefor, there
with, herewith, herein, and phrases
like, in the amount of, prior to, pur
suant to, in accordance with it should
be noted that, with respect to, on the
basis of—and you can add dozens of
others to the list.

Keep a current dictionary and book on
grammar close at hand and use them.
After having prepared a financial state
ment, the accountant should be in position
to develop a few ideas and come up with
a few suggestions. It is usually better
to segregate our recommendations from
the financial statements. If our recom
mendations have merit, they deserve the
attention of management. They are more
likely to receive that attention if they
are presented separately.
Now to summarize briefly:
Management needs current and perti
nent information with which to plan. Our
reports must furnish this information.
Our reports should take whatever form
will best appeal to the management for
whom we are writing the report.
Management can often work best with
a report containing a comparison with
some standard. We must be sure we are
using comparable figures.
The inclusion of analytical and statisti
cal information can enhance the value of
our report for management.
Graphs and pictorial presentation can
stimulate reader interest, can highlight
significant facts and can contribute to
the clarity of our reports.
If we have recommendations for man
agement, we should segregate them from
the financial statement and present them
separately.
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tions available in accounting offices. If
you could give me some help and advice
in finding employment in an accounting
office, I should certainly appreciate it.
S. B. K., Omaha, Nebraska

Subscriber Finds The Woman C.P.A.
Valuable.
As a student of accounting I have found
the articles and views expressed to be of
great help in gaining an even better
understanding of the field in general, and
some of its particular problems. As a
comptometer operator in a small but grow
ing organization, I find the tips and sug
gestions an aid in performing present
obligations more efficiently. Quite often
compliments extended to me belong as
much to your staff as to myself, and I feel
as the issues accumulate, their value as
reference material will increase.
J. A. T., Fort Wayne, Indiana

Our “New Look”
The new cover of The Woman C.P.A.
is very nice. I’m happy we have that “up
to date” look.
G. K.

Congratulations on the attractive “new
look” of THE WOMAN CPA! I like the
new cover very much and think it rep
resents an outstanding improvement. I
also like the contents of the December
issue. The two articles on taxes should be
especially valuable because of their time
liness.
M. M.

How Do You Reply to This Subscriber?
I am taking an I. A. S. course and am
naturally planning to make accounting
my career. I often watch the help wanted
advertisements, but never see any posi

The new cover and format are most
attractive and impressive.
W. C.
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